
BELL HOOKS KEEPING CLOSE TO HOME CLASS AND EDUCATION

I f o n e class g o t. t o u g h, h e c o u l d g e t t o u g h e r. H e w a s y o u n g a n d p o w e r f u l a n d keeping close to
home: class and education bell hooks. 

Hooks develops common ground with those in the audience who might be or have been in a university. She
argues that people should never forget there family background or their past just because they change
environments. According to white-supremacy patriarchy standards, Assimilation is indeed needed, but in the
end they are not. Essay Topic: Education , Marxism Sorry, but copying text is forbidden on this website! That
was why it was so hard for her to look down on the working-class. Carrol stacks identifies that there is a value
system between black poor families and people. Also, everyone looked down upon the working-class when
that was the class from which she came. Remaing connected with family and community takes more than just
remembering and recalling. Without the freedom to express your self there. You were fed and clothed. The
author stepped out of herself a bit because she felt she could because of how people viewed her and she
wanted some guidance on how to portray herself. Her parents were concerned about she would come back a
different person. You always see someone you know. Hooks establishes common ground with people who
have these questions, and she gives the answer in her experience of hard work. And nope, we don't source our
examples from our editing service! The essays in our library are intended to serve as content examples to
inspire you as you write your own essay. There is people who feel shame because of their backgrounds and
levels in class compared to rich successful people and white people. There's a problem with this paper. Most
helpful essay resource ever! Last couple of paragraphs main point Main point is to stay connected to your
original communitiy and reality even as you move on to academic discourse communities. Take the values of
black culture a create an optional worldview. Paragraph â€” Her parents are afraid of losing her. Also she
writes about it. Her views are obviously professional because she is a college graduate and has a good
education background. How to cite this page Choose cite format:. Anthropology study of people She
summaries a book because she could relate back to the book. Because hooks feels strongly about her belief,
she argues that a university should help students maintain the connection with their values, so that people of
different communities will feel neither inferior nor superior to others but equal. It challenges the while male
patriarchy. They have mixed feeling about her going so far away. Essays may be lightly modified for
readability or to protect the anonymity of contributors, but we do not edit essay examples prior to publication.
When citing an essay from our library, you can use "Kibin" as the author. What hooks you? This allows our
team to focus on improving the library and adding new essays. Fraternities and sororities play a major role in
the choices a person makes as he enters college. As hooks hints, maintaining ties may not be easy, but it is
definitely possible. Her family is located in a small town. Let us know! You know how looking at a math
problem similar to the one you're stuck on can help you get unstuck? It is best if those who are doing good
speak best and true about their lives. All three authors argue that in order to prevent the exclusion of minorities
in schools, modifications must occur within the system. Young black people are encouraged by the dominant
culture to believe that assimilation is the only possible way to survive and to succeed. Home to two amazing
writers, scholars, feminist, activist bell hooks and Gloria Anzaldua. Staying connected to both academic and
past communities will allow you to have a broader worldview. She has learned about so many things about
outside of our original world. It requires knowing, naming, and even being mindful of those aspects of your
past.


